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HBC CALENDAR ART GALLERY
Using HBC calendar images and accompanying text, teachers 
and students can explore artistic elements and principles 
used by artists in the creation of the paintings. 

The works in this gallery have been selected from the  
HBC collection of calendar art. Calendar artworks were 
commissioned by HBC and published in their annual  
calendars from 1913 to 1970. Most of the works depict 
significant events of the fur trading period.

Artists use elements or visual symbols which are organized  
or arranged in such a way as to communicate a specific 
feeling, mood, or meaning. 

Each image in this gallery is accompanied by questions to 
help the viewer appreciate the artistic composition. Also identified in this resource, for 
comparative purposes, are other paintings that demonstrate similar artistic techniques.   

 
1918

First Public Sale of Furs, 1672, by Edward North 
(from a lithograph by Alfred Cooke & Sons)

In 1672, two years after HBC was founded as a 
company, the first public fur sale took place in 
London, England. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist create the illusion of deep space?
 • In what ways does contrast enhance the feeling of 
interior space?

 • What do the differences in the size of the figures and 
their relative positions tell you about the space they 
inhabit?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of linear perspective, use of contrast, and positioning:

 • Last Supper, Leonardo Da Vinci, 1498    
 • The Artist’s Studio, Frederic Bazille, 1870
 • Another World, M.C. Escher, 1947

FOR TEACHERS

Unidentified Inuit man looking at 1937 
Hudson’s Bay Company calendar

http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/collections/art/calendar/home
http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/collections/art/calendar/calendar-paintings-the-commissioning-process
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1923

Discovery of Coppermine River by Samuel Hearne, 
1771, by Frank H. Johnston

Samuel Hearne, with the guidance and advice of 
Cree and Chipewyan guides, was the first European 
to reach the Coppermine River and then travel by 
canoe to the Arctic Ocean. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist’s treatment of the colour in the sky 
give the feeling of depth to the composition?

 • In what ways do the expressions, gestures, and stance of 
the figures express the meaning and mood of the work? 

 • How does the accurate depiction of the subjects’ 
clothing help to convey the meaning of the painting?  

The following works could be examined for further study 
of the use of colour, contrast, and meaning:

 • The Road to Giverny, Claude Monet, 1885
 • Winter Landscape, Wassily Kandinsky, 1909   
 • First Snow, North Shore of Lake Superior, Lawren Harris, 
1923

1925

Fort Vancouver Erected, 1825, by Henry Kent 
(from a lithograph by Cleland Bell Engraving 

Company Ltd.)

Fort Vancouver was built beside the Columbia River 
on land that is now part of the State of Washington. 
It served as a major western trading post and the 
HBC Pacific headquarters until 1849.

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist use a variety of shapes to create an 
expressive landscape?

 • What effect does the artist’s use of bold primary colours 
have?

 • Do the trees in the foreground, framing the scene, make 
you feel like a spectator or a participant?  Explain your 
thinking.

The following works could be examined for further study 
of shape, colour, and positioning:

 • Entrée du Village de Vosisnes, Camille Pissarro, 1872
 • The Village Store, Marc Chagall, 1911
 • Village Scene, Robert Hofherr, 2013
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1926

George Simpson, Governor of Rupert’s Land, on  
an Inspection Tour, by L.L. Fitzgerald 

Governor George Simpson visited most Company 
locations in Canada as part of the re-organization of 
HBC. He travelled by the fastest means available at 
the time – express canoe. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • What effect does the artist create by using a dappled 
painting technique?

 • How does the portrayal of the canoe help convey the 
meaning of the work?

 • How does the colour scheme contribute to the overall 
mood of the waterscape?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of techniques, colour, and meaning:

 • Summer Time, Arthur Lismer, 1918 
 • Bay of Islands, Franklin Carmichael, 1931
 • Little Island, A.J. Casson, 1965

1928

Kelsey Sees the Buffalo, 1691, by  
Charles William Jefferys 

Henry Kelsey, guided by the Cree and the 
Assiniboine, travelled west from York Factory in 
search of  partners. He is considered to be the first 
European to have visited the Great Plains.

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • What devices does the artist use to make the human 
figures in the foreground appear dominant over the 
buffalo?

 • What mood does the use of tints, tones, and shades 
evoke?

 • How does the artist convey the feeling of depth?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of mood, positioning, and placement:

 • Moccasin Seller Crossing the St. Lawrence at Quebec 
City, Cornelius Krieghoff, 1863

 • Totem Poles, Kitseukla, Emily Carr, 1912
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1943

The Founding of Victoria, 1843, by Newton Brett 

In 1842, George Simpson ordered that a new trading 
post be built further north of Fort Vancouver, 
to eventually replace it. The area of present day 
Victoria was selected. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • What effect does the artist’s use of foreground, middle 
ground, and background have?

 • How does the use of complementary colours help to 
create a strong focal point? 

 • How does the positioning of the ships help to create a 
feeling of space?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of colour, positioning, and placement:

 • Work, Ford Madox Brown, 1865
 • The Glass Blowers, Charles Fredric Ulrich, 1883
 • Haymaking, Arthur Hopkins, 1920

1944

Chief Trader Archibald McDonald Descending  
the Fraser, 1828, by Adam Sherriff Scott

In 1828, Archibald McDonald travelled with HBC 
Governor George Simpson west from York Factory 
to the mouth of the Columbia River. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist create movement in the fast flowing 
river?

 • What role do the vertical and horizontal lines play in 
directing the viewer’s attention to the focal point?

 • How is colour used to create a feeling of excitement?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of colour, movement, and focal point:

 • The Rainbow Landscape, Peter Paul Rubens, 1636
 • The Hay Wain, John Constable, 1821
 • Harvest, St Germain, Patricia Eyre, 2013
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1947

John Rowand Halts the Blackfoot Charge,  
by Henry Simpkins

John Rowand was a trader who became Chief Factor 
at Fort Edmonton. He stopped a charge by Blackfoot 
warriors after he was recognized by a Chief. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist highlight the central figures of the 
story? 

 • What colour devices help direct attention from 
the foreground through the middle ground to the 
background?

 • How does the artist achieve the illusion of depth?   

The following works could be examined for further study 
of use of space, positioning, and use of space:

 • Horse Frightened by Lightening, Eugene Delacroix, 1829
 • The Large Blue Horse, Franz Marc, 1911
 • Charge of Flowerdew’s Squadron, Sir Alfred Munnings, 
1918

1948

The Spring Fur Brigade Leaves Montreal for  
the West (Canoes Leaving Lachine),  

by George Franklin Arbuckle

The voyageurs left Montreal and paddled to the west 
end of Lake Superior and back each year, taking 
trading goods west and bringing furs back east. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • What technique does the artist use to focus attention 
on the foreground?  

 • What mood does the juxtaposition of the dark and light 
areas in the dramatic sky create? 

 • How does the grouping of the figures in the foreground 
help tell a story?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of positioning, mood, and story:

 • Ships in Distress off a Rocky Coast, Ludolf Backhuysen, 
1667

 • Cloud Study, John Constable, 1822
 • Starry Night, Vincent Van Gogh, 1889
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1950

John Pritchard “Taken by the Ice” on the Abitibi, 
1814, by George Franklin Arbuckle

John Pritchard was part of an expedition from James 
Bay to the Red River Settlement in 1814. When ice 
forced them to abandon their canoes, the group 
constructed snow shoes to continue the journey 
overland. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following:
 • How does the artist convey the roles of the figures?
 • How do the trees help to create the illusion of space?
 • What effect do the overlapping shapes of the clouds 
and mountains have?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of positioning, shape, and space:

 • Totem Walk at Sitka, Emily Carr, 1907
 • Renganeschi’s Saturday Night, John Slone, 1912
 • Government Bureau, George Tooker, 1956

1953

Ambassadress of Peace (Chipewyan Woman 
makes Peace with the Cree), 1715,  

by George Franklin Arbuckle
 

Thanadelthur, a Chipewyan (Dene) woman, lived for a 
time as a prisoner of the Cree. After her release, she 
helped broker peace between her people and the 
Cree to allow both groups to trade with HBC.

As you view the calendar image, consider the following: 
 • How does the artist’s use of colour unify this 
composition? 

 • How does the artist create a feeling of balance and 
harmony?

 • In what way does the placement of the figures help tell 
the story?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of placement, balance, and unity:

 • The Magpie, Claude Monet, 1868 
 • Landscape with Snow, Vincent van Gogh, 1888
 • Winter Landscape, Edvard Munch, 1915
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1957

 

17th Century Eskimos Trading with a Hudson’s Bay 
Company Ship, by George Franklin Arbuckle

HBC continued to seek out trade beyond the shores 
of Hudson Bay. One of its trading partners was the 
Inuit in northern Canada. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist create the appearance of a frigid 
winter atmosphere? 

 • How does the placement of figures in the foreground 
and the background help to tell the story? 

 • How is colour used to create balance and harmony?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of placement, balance, and unity:

 • The Dance Class, Edgar Degas, 1874
 • Summer’s Day, Berthe Morisot, 1879
 • A Sunday on La Grande Jatte, Georges Seurat, 1884 

1960

 

First White Women arrive at Moose Fort, 1683,  
by Will Davies

Moose Fort (later known as Moose Factory) was 
established in 1673. For a brief time, the family of the 
Inland Governor Henry Sergeant, including his wife, 
her servant and his young son, came from England to 
live with him there.

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • What elements and principles of design does the artist 
use to create a strong focal point in the foreground?

 • In what ways do the contrasting colours of the figures 
add to the meaning of the painting?

 • What do gestures and facial expression tell us about the 
people in the painting?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of focal point, meaning, and story:

 • Costume of Domiciliated Indians, George Heriot, 1807
 • An Ottawa Indian Chief, Unknown, 1814 (reconstruction 
by Ron Volstad)

 • Officer, Indian Department, Unknown, 1812-1815 
(reconstruction by Ron Volstad)
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1965

 

Philip Turnor Surveying Lake Athabasca, 
by Lorne Bouchard

In 1789, Philip Turnor, the official surveyor of HBC, 
was part of an expedition to map Lake Athabasca. 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist create the illusion of three- 
dimensional space in this scene?

 • What devices does the artist use to engage the viewer?
 • How does the artist’s rendering of the sky add to the 
atmosphere of the landscape?

The following works could be examined for further study 
of space, mood, and focal point:

 • Artists Sketching in the Winter Mountains, Winslow 
Homer, 1868

 • Lake George, Georgia O’Keeffe, 1922
 • Winter Road Near St. Petersburg, Ulrich Gleiter, 2010 

1966

 

North-West Mounted Police at Lower Fort Garry, 
by William G. Davies

HBC established Lower Fort Garry in 1830 as a 
trading post. It later became the first training base 
for the North West Mounted Police (NWMP). 

As you view the calendar image, consider the 
following: 
 • How does the artist maximize the impact of the colour 
of the NWMP uniforms?

 • How does the artist create a feeling of movement?
 • What technique does the artist use to create a sense  
of depth? 

The following works could be examined for further study 
of contrast, movement, and positioning:

 • The Battle of San Romano, Paolo Uccello, 1438 - 1440
 • Third of May, 1808, Francisco Goya, 1814
 • Gassed, John Singer Sargent, 1919
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Artists use the elements and principles of design when creating 
paintings. 

Critical Questions •  How are elements and principles used to depict a story or 
event?

•  How do artists create visual impact in their paintings?

Visual Arts

Big Idea

Curriculum  
Connection

Tasks

Students view the images of the paintings in the gallery and choose a task from the options below. 
Together with the teacher, students decide on questions to guide their work on their chosen 
task. Students create an artwork and decide how they can share their finished work to engage an 
audience.

A.  Consider the elements and techniques that the artists used in the calendar paintings to tell a story. 
Create an artwork with a strong narrative content based on a recent historical or global event.

Questions to Guide Students’ Thinking
 • What story will your artwork tell?
 • How will the images in your artwork tell the story?
 • How will the title for your artwork provide clues for the viewer? 

B.  Consider the elements and techniques that the artists used in the calendar paintings for visual 
impact. Create a landscape artwork that uses artistic techniques to build visual interest and impact. 

Questions to Guide Students’ Thinking
 • How will you use foreground, middle ground, and background?
 • How will you use colour to establish a mood for the artwork?
 • How will you position the horizon to establish focus and depth?

For More Information

HBC Web Resources
HBC Calendar Paintings

HBC Calendar Paintings: The Commissioning Process

Corporate Collections: Calendar List

HBC Hamper: Calendar Portfolio Gallery

External Websites
Picture This: Hudson’s Bay Company Calendar Images and Their Documentary Legacy, 1913-1970
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http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/collections/art/calendar/calendar-paintings-the-commissioning-process
http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/collections/art/calendar/calendar-paintings-the-commissioning-process
http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/collections/art/calendarlist/home
http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/learning/calendar-portfolio
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk3/ftp04/MQ57568.pdf

